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Diffusion of membrane proteins not only is determined
by the membrane anchor’s friction but also by the over-
all concentration of proteins and the length of their extra-
membrane domains. We have studied the influence of the
latter two cues by mesoscopic simulations. As a result,
we have found that the total friction of membrane pro-
teins, γ, increases approximately linearly with the length
of the extra-membrane domain, L, whereas a slightly non-
linear dependence on the total protein concentration, φ
was observed. We provide an educated guess for the
functional form of γ(L,φ) and the associated diffusion co-
efficient. This expression not only matches our simula-
tion data but it is also in favorable agreement with previ-
ously published experimental data. Our findings indicate
that diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins are not
solely determined by the friction of membrane anchors but
also extra-membrane domains and the crowdedness of the
membrane need to be considered to obtain a comprehen-
sive view of protein diffusion on cellular membranes.

Diffusion is the major driving force for the motion of mem-
brane proteins. Diffusion supports the mixing of membrane-
anchored proteins and therefore facilitates the encounter of
cognate members of signaling pathways1 or supports a rapid
exchange of surface proteins on pathogens2. At present, the
diffusion of membrane proteins is commonly described by an
expression that has been derived by Saffman and Delbruck3:

D =
kBT (ln{hηm/(Rηc)}−ξ)

4πηmh
. (1)

Here, h is the lipid bilayer thickness, R the protein’s radius
in the membrane, and ηm, ηc denote the viscosities of mem-
brane and adjacent bulk fluid, respectively; ξ≈ 0.5772 is Eu-
ler’s constant. It is worth noting that Eq. (1) is only valid for
small radii, i.e. (R¿ hηm/ηc) whereas for the opposite limit
a scaling D∼ 1/R is found4. Indeed, both regimes have been
supported by experiments5–9 and simulations10.

Originally, Eq. (1) was derived for a single incompressible
cylinder which completely spans a thin layer of a viscous fluid
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(the membrane) that is surrounded by a bulk fluid. However,
the situation of proteins in cellular membranes differs sig-
nificantly from this idealized model. First, many membrane
proteins have bulky soluble extra-membrane domains that ex-
tend into adjacent bulk fluids, e.g. the cytoplasm or the ex-
tracellular space. Second, cell membranes are crowded with
proteins, while the Saffman-Delbruck relation assumes dilute
conditions. In fact, proteins occupy up to 30% of the mem-
brane area and contribute about 50% of the mass of cellular
membranes11. In line with this notion, simulations and ex-
perimental data suggest that both, long extra-membrane do-
mains12,13 and total protein concentration8,14–16 have a sig-
nificant influence on protein diffusion. Yet, a comprehensive
study that quantifies simultaneously the impact of protein con-
centration, φ, and the length of extra-membrane domains, L,
has been lacking so far. In other words, the functional form of
the proteins’ friction coefficient γ(L,φ) has remained poorly
explored.

Fig. 1 (a) Lipid with a hydropophilic head group (red) and three
hydrophobic tail beads (yellow). (b) Anchored protein with a
hydrophilic domain (red) and two lipid-like membrane anchors. The
length of the extra-membrane domain is here n = 4 beads,
corresponding to L = 2.35nm. (c) Transmembrane protein with two
hydrophilic domains (length n = 4) and two membrane-spanning
chains as anchors (yellow). (d) Snapshot of a lipid bilayer hosting
12 anchored proteins (displayed in light green); water beads are not
shown for better visibility.

Here, we have used mesoscopic simulations to explore the
influence of extra-membrane domain length and protein con-
centration on the diffusion of membrane proteins. In partic-
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ular, we have used dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) as a
simulation method. An introduction and details of the sim-
ulation method may be found in17. In brief, we imposed
a linear repulsive force FC

i j = ai j(1− ri j/r0) r̂i j between any
two beads i, j having a distance ri j = |ri j| = |ri − r j| ≤ r0;
the associated unit vector is denoted by r̂i j = ri j/ri j. Bead
hydrophobicity was tuned via the interaction strength ai j.
Bonds within lipids and proteins were modeled via a har-
monic potential U(ri,ri+1) = k(ri,i+1 − l0)2/2 and a bend-
ing stiffness was imposed via the potential V (ri−1,ri,ri+1) =
κ[1− r̂i−1,i · r̂i,i+1]. For the thermostat, dissipative and random
forces were defined by FD

i j =−γi j(1− ri j/r0)2 (r̂i j ·vi j)r̂i j and
FR

i j = σi j(1− ri j/r0)ζi j r̂i j, respectively, when ri j ≤ r0. Here,
vi j = vi−v j while ζi j is an independent random variable with
zero mean. Magnitudes of random force and dissipation, σi j
and γi j, are related via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem18

σ2
i j = 2γi j kBT . The interaction cut-off r0, the bead mass m,

and the thermostat temperature kBT were set to unity; re-
maining parameters were γi j = 9/2, σi j = 3, k = 100kBT/r2

0,
l0 = 0.45r0, κ = 10kBT , aHT = aWT = 200kBT , and aWW =
aHH = aT T = aWH = 25kBT (indices W,H,T denoting water,
lipid head, and lipid tail bead, respectively).

Lipids were modeled as linear chains (HT3; cf. Fig. 1a),
and two different types of proteins were considered: Anchored
proteins (Fig. 1b) consisted of two lipid anchors (HT3) con-
nected three beads away from the symmetry axis of the hy-
drophilic domain (a filled hexagon of length Hn with a ’diam-
eter’ of 13 chains). Transmembrane proteins (Fig. 1c) con-
sisted of two equal hydrophilic domains connected by two
transmembrane chains (HT6H) that were attached in a dis-
tance of three beads from the hexagons’ symmetry axis. A
typical simulation snapshot is shown in Fig. 1d. For both
protein types, we have simulated hydrophilic domain lengths
of n = 2, 4, 6, 10, 15 beads. Water surrounding the lipid bi-
layer was modeled by individual beads and the equations of
motion were integrated with a velocity Verlet scheme19 (time
step ∆t = 0.01) using periodic boundary conditions (box size
(35r0)3). Conversion to SI units was done by gauging the
membrane thickness and the lipids’ diffusion coefficient10

(r0 ≡ 1 nm, ∆t ≡ 90 ps). Diffusion coefficients D were de-
termined by tracking the center of mass of individual proteins
for 107 time steps and fitting the time-averaged mean square
displacement with the equation < r2 >= 4Dt (see Supplemen-
tary Information for representative data sets). For each condi-
tion, all proteins of four separate runs were evaluated indi-
vidually to obtain error bounds. The friction coefficient was
determined from these data as γ = kBT/D.

As a result of our simulations, we found that the reduced
friction coefficients, γ/γ0 (γ0 = 1.13 ·10−9kg/s being the fric-
tion of a single lipid), showed an approximately linear increase
with the extra-domain length, L, for anchored (Fig. 2a) and
transmembrane proteins (Fig. 3a). In addition, the friction in-
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Fig. 2 Friction coefficients γ of anchored proteins (normalized to a
single lipid’s friction, γ0) increase with the length L of the
extra-membrane domain and the overall protein area fraction φ. (a)
A linear scaling γ∼ L is seen for all tested area fractions (simulation
data for φ = 0.0594, 0.1188, 0.1782, 0.2376, 0.2970, 0.3564 shown
as red, blue, grey, orange, green, magenta symbols; bottom to top).
(b) For any tested length of the extra-membrane domain, a
superlinear dependence of γ on φ is observed (simulation data for
L = 1.45, 2.35, 3.25, 5.05, 7.30nm shown as red, blue, grey, orange,
green symbols; from bottom to top). Full lines in (a) and (b) indicate
the best global fit according to Eq. (2) (see main text for details).
For better visibility, data have been shifted downwards by the
indicated offsets. (c,d) Associated diffusion coefficients, D = kBT/γ
(normalized to the diffusion coefficient of a single lipid, D0)
decrease in agreement with Eq. (3) which is the reciprocal of
Eq. (2). Colors, lines, and symbols as in (a) and (b), respectively;
please note the semi-logarithmic plot style. Data have been shifted
downwards by the indicated factors for better visibility. Error bars
of γ and D varied with L and φ but were always smaller than 20%
(see individual plots of γ/γ0 in the Supplementary Information).

creased nonlinearly with the area fraction φ that was occupied
by proteins (Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b, respectively). The associ-
ated reduced diffusion constants D/D0 = γ0/γ are shown in
Fig. 2c-d and Fig. 3c-d, respectively. Here, D0 = 3.8µm2/s
denotes the diffusion constant of a single lipid. For all data
points the standard deviation of the mean was less than 20%.
For better visibility, we have omitted these error bars in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 but provide individual plots of γ/γ0 with error bars
in the Supplementary Information.

We next aimed at a quantitative description of our data.
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Fig. 3 Friction coefficients γ of transmembrane proteins (normalized
to a single lipid’s friction, γ0) increase with the length L of the
extra-membrane domain and the overall protein area fraction φ. (a)
A linear scaling γ∼ L is seen for all tested area fractions (simulation
data for φ = 0.0594, 0.1188, 0.1782, 0.2376, 0.2970, 0.3564 shown
as red, blue, grey, orange, green, magenta symbols; bottom to top).
(b) For any tested length of the extra-membrane domain, a
superlinear dependence of γ on φ is observed (simulation data for
L = 1.45, 2.35, 3.25, 5.05, 7.30nm shown as red, blue, grey, orange,
green symbols; from bottom to top). Full lines in (a) and (b) indicate
the best global fit according to Eq. (2) (see main text for details).
For better visibility, data have been shifted downwards by the
indicated offsets. (c,d) Associated diffusion coefficients, D = kBT/γ
(normalized to the diffusion coefficient of a single lipid, D0)
decrease in agreement with Eq. (3) which is the reciprocal of
Eq. (2). Colors, lines, and symbols as in (a) and (b), respectively;
please note the semi-logarithmic plot style. Data have been shifted
downwards by the indicated factors for better visibility. Error bars
of γ and D varied with L and φ but were always smaller than 20%
(see individual plots of γ/γ0 in the Supplementary Information).

The proteins’ friction within the membrane can be expected
to dominate over frictional contributions in the adjacent fluid
due to the very different viscosities of the two environments20.
Hence, we started with a Taylor expansion of γ with respect to
L and φ:

γ = (γm +ηL)(1+b1φ+b2φ2) . (2)

Here, γm represents the membrane anchor’s friction coeffi-
cient, while the parameters η, b1, b2 are associated with the
additional friction for proteins due to a non-zero domain
length, L, and more frequent collisions at higher protein den-

sities, φ. Given that the friction of a prolate ellipsoid (here: an
extra-membrane domain) moving perpendicular to its longest
axis scales with the axis length (here: L)21, the linear approxi-
mation assumed in the first bracket of Eq. (2) can be expected
to be a meaningful approach even beyond a perturbative Tay-
lor expansion. We note, however, that Eq. (2) neglects any
hydrodynamic coupling of friction within the membrane and
in the adjacent bulk fluid. In particular, we have assumed in
Eq. (2) that the friction of the membrane anchor is indepen-
dent of the extra-domain’s friction in the bulk fluid. This is
a considerable simplification since also the membrane anchor
and associated lipids induce a dissipative flow in the adjacent
bulk fluid3 that may couple to the extra-membrane domain.

Unlike the contribution of the domain length, L, the occu-
pied area fraction, φ, may need an expansion up to quadratic
order. A linear scaling of the effective viscosity has been de-
rived already by Einstein22 for very dilute systems (φ → 0),
while nonlinear analytical expressions for the viscosity of col-
loidal suspensions23 and two-dimensional lattice gases with
hard-core interactions24 have been derived later for semidilute
conditions. The latter can be approximated well by a quadratic
expansion for φ < 0.4, the relevant range for our simulation
data. Based on Eq. (2), our educated guess for the protein’s
diffusion coefficient therefore reads:

D =
kBT

γ
=

kBT
(γm +ηL)(1+b1φ+b2φ2)

. (3)

Using Eq. (2), we performed a global fitting to all sim-
ulation data γ/γ0 in Fig. 2a,b and Fig. 3a,b using the nlin
function of MatLab. Indeed, friction data for anchored and
transmembrane proteins are well described by these global
fits. Please note that for fitting the data of transmemrane pro-
teins, the combined length of both soluble domains needs to
be inserted for L. Trivially, the goodness of the global fit was
preserved when converting γ/γ0 to reduced diffusion coeffi-
cients, D/D0 = γ0/γ (Fig. 2c,d and Fig. 3c,d). The resulting
fit parameters were γm/γ0 = 0.4028, η = 1.0173, b1 = 0.0054,
and b2 = 16.9735 for anchored proteins, whereas for trans-
membrane proteins we found γm/γ0 = 0.7516, η = 0.8516,
b1 = 0.004, and b2 = 17.8423. It is worth noting that the
twofold higher value of γm/γ0 for transmembrane proteins is
anticipated as these proteins are subject to friction in both
leaflets of the lipid bilayer, whereas anchored proteins only
interact with lipids in one leaflet. Notably, parameters η, b1,
and b2 varied much less between both protein types and may
be regarded as nearly constant. Given that both protein types
were studied in the same lipid bilayer and surrounding bulk
fluid, this result is anticipated.

We note that γm/γ0 is slightly smaller than unity for both
protein constructs which implies that for L, φ → 0 a protein
experiences less friction than a simple lipid. This is clearly
unphysical and most likely reflects the aforementioned neglect
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of hydrodynamic coupling in Eq. (2). We also note that the
global fits shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are not equally good
for the whole range of L and φ. Clear deviations are seen, for
example, for the smallest value of L. Besides the aforemen-
tioned neglect of hydrodynamic coupling between membrane
anchor and the protein’s extra-membrane domain, also the use
of soft potentials and the problem of a low Schmidt number
in our DPD simulations may contribute to these deviations.
Dropping the condition that all data for varying L, φ need to
be matched simultaneously, considerably better fits can be ob-
tained at the cost of varying parameters γm, η, b1, and b2. Still,
the favorable agreement between fit and our simulation data
underlines that Eq. (2) (and therefore also Eq. (3)) are good
heuristic descriptions for the diffusion of proteins with extra-
membrane domains of varying length in different crowding
situations.

Having found that Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) agree well with our
simulation data, we wondered about its applicability to ex-
perimentally obtained diffusion data. At this point we would
like to note that only few experimental reports with compa-
rable measurement techniques, membranes, and proteins are
available. Nevertheless we have used these, bearing in mind
that the few experimental data points only provide a limited
test for Eq. (3). Studies by Zhang et al.12 and Jacobson et
al.13 had reported, for example, on the diffusion coefficients
of GPI-linked proteins and membrane-spanning proteins car-
rying extra-membrane domains of different lengths. Some of
the proteins studied in these articles are comparable in shape
to model proteins in our simulations.

In Ref.12 diffusion of different chimeric protein constructs
was measured in Cos-1 cells. Extra-membrane domains of
these constructs were anchored to the plasma membrane ei-
ther by a GPI-link or by the membrane-spanning domains of
VSV-G or MHC class I antigen D. Diffusion coefficients of
most constructs had values in the range of 0.1µm2/s, with few
constructs being considerably slower. The authors concluded
from their measurements that for most constructs no signifi-
cant interactions of extra-membrane domains with cell surface
structures were present, that is, the surfaces of theses domains
can be regarded as ’slippery’. The few cases of strongly re-
duced diffusivity were attributed to interactions with cellular
structures like the actin cortex beneath the plasma membrane.
We therefore have not considered the latter for a comparison.

In Fig. 4, we have plotted the friction coefficients γ(L) =
kBT/D reported in Ref.12 for proteins with ’slippery’extra-
membrane domains. The domain length L was calculated
by assuming extra-membrane domains to behave as random
coils consisting of N amino acids. We gauged the random
coil via length and amino acid number of the protein VSV-
G, i.e. L/N3/5 = LV SV G/N3/5

VSVG, with LVSVG = 8nm and
NV SV G = 463. Since the protein area fraction φ was not re-
ported for the experiments, we fixed φ in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)

10

20
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40

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 L [nm]

γ=kBT/D
[10-9 kg/s]

Fig. 4 Friction coefficients γ, derived from experimentally
determined diffusion coefficients 12,13, grow approximately linearly
with the length L of the proteins’ extra-membrane domain. Data for
GPI-linked proteins, membrane-spanning proteins, and NCAM
proteins are shown as filled circles, asterisks, and open squares,
respectively. Best fits according to Eq. (2) with constant φ, implying
γ = γeff +ηeffL, are shown as full, dashed, and dash-dotted lines,
respectively. See main text for discussion.

for each class of proteins, yielding a fit curve that only de-
pended on L: γ(L) = γeff + ηeffL. Indeed, this linear func-
tion yielded good fits for the experimental data found for GPI-
linked and membrane-spanning proteins reported in12 (Fig. 4).
While the effective membrane-mediated friction was similar
for both data sets (γeff = 1.426 ·10−8kg/s and γeff = 1.62 ·10−8

kg/s), the varying effective viscosities (ηeff = 0.42Pa · s and
ηeff = 2.01Pa · s) most likely reflect different types and inten-
sities of interactions between extra-membrane domains. Dif-
fusion data of GPI-anchored and transmembrane isoforms of
neural cell adhesion molecules (NCAMs) in 3T3 cells, re-
ported in13, also were well described by Eq. (2) (Fig. 4). Here,
fitting parameters assumed the values γeff = 2.57 · 10−9kg/s
and ηeff = 3.85Pa · s. Most likely, the somewhat different val-
ues of the fit parameters are due to specific features and inter-
actions of the proteins and/or the various cell types used in the
experiments.

Notably, in our simulations we found a potential reduc-
tion of diffusion coefficients by up to one order of magnitude
whereas experimental data from Refs.12,13 showed a some-
what smaller reduction of D when the domain length was in-
creased. Yet, in these experiments domain length variations
were smaller than in our simulations and effects of appar-
ent protein concentrations were not taken into account. We
also would like to emphasize that these few experimental data
points cannot thoroughly probe the validity of Eq. (2). Rather,
the comparison in Fig. 4 only yields a first indication that a
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linear increase of γ with the length of the extra-membrane do-
main, L, seems to hold. More experimental data are needed
for a more detailed test, preferrably taken with the same mea-
surement method and host membrane system, using tunable
extra-membrane domain lengths on the same anchor.

In conclusion, we have shown by means of mesoscopic sim-
ulations that the friction coefficients γ of membrane proteins
with lengthy soluble extra-membrane domains depends on the
length of these domains and on the overall protein concen-
tration. Friction increases, i.e. diffusion decreases, with an
increasing length L of the soluble domains and an increasing
protein area fraction φ. Our simulations suggest that Eq. (3)
provides a good, heuristic description of the diffusion coeffi-
cient. Hence, not only the membrane anchor but also extra-
membrane domain’s length and the total concentration of pro-
teins need to be considered when quantifying the diffusion
properties of proteins on cellular membranes. We speculate
that tuning the diffusion rapidity by changing the effective
length of a membrane protein could play a role for processes
on cellular membranes: It is conceivable that recruiting or re-
leasing protein co-factors, e.g. during the formation of coated
vesicles and/or during auto-phosphorylation cascades of tyro-
sine kinases on the plasma membrane, could be used as a gear
for membrane protein diffusion. As a consequence, encounter
times with potential reaction partners would be altered, hence
promoting or hampering rapid protein-protein interactions in
cellular pathways.
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